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The Tulving Company, Inc. - Trustee Report #9 

August 24, 2016 

 Weneta M.A. Kosmala, the duly appointed Chapter 7 trustee (“Trustee”) in The Tulving 

Company, Inc. (“Tulving”) bankruptcy, provides this Ninth Trustee Report (Trustee Report #9).   

As stated in Mr. Neilson’s Trustee Report #8, I was appointed as the successor Trustee 

for Tulving by the Office of the United States Trustee, effective April 1, 2016.  For continuity 

of services and based on their knowledge of the case, I have retained the professional firms that 

had been providing services on behalf of the Tulving estate for Mr. Neilson, namely the 

Berkeley Research Group, LLC as my financial advisors and Pachulski Stang Ziehl & Jones 

LLP, as my legal counsel.   

Mr. Neilson had outlined the following matters awaiting final resolution in his last report: 

(1) The sale of the remaining inventory by Heritage Numismatic Auctions, d/b/a Heritage 

Auctions (“Heritage”); (2) The transfer of the Presidential Error Coins to victim/creditors opting 

for inclusion; (3) Continuation of the litigation recently filed by the estate against Mr. Levon 

Gugasian and his son Armen; (4) Pursuit of possible other assets which may belong to the estate 

but have not been fully resolved.  The status of these matters is as follows: 

Sale of Coins 

 In accordance with orders of the Bankruptcy Court, Heritage conducted an auction of 

approximately 175,000 coins, both graded and ungraded modern coins from 1968 to the present. 

These coins were sold in lots which, on average, contained 500-1,000 coins.  Lot viewing was 

available between June 6, 2016 and June 10, 2016, and sealed bids were accepted until 5:00 p.m. 

Central Time on June 10, 2016.    

The date of the auction and the awarding of lots to purchasers took place on June 10, 

2016; all of the lots were sold at the auction.  The proceeds of sale for the lots amounted to 

$385,314.00, which was consistent with prior estimates provided to the Trustee.  A copy of the 

Auctioneer’s Report is attached hereto as Exhibit 1.  Please note that the distribution of funds in 

a chapter 7 case generally does not occur until the conclusion of the case.  In addition, in 
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accordance with our Coordination Agreement, I will be consulting with the U.S. Government 

regarding the priority of claims as against estate assets.   

Presidential Error Coins 

It was anticipated that the Presidential Error Coins, consisting of 13,854 Presidential 

Error-Missing Edge Letter Coins and 1,690 Double Edge Coins, would be shipped to 

victim/creditors in or about May of this year.  As noted in the last Trustee Report, the 

Presidential Error Coins had been valued by Miles Standish, Tulving’s coin expert, at 

approximately $7.3 million.  However, that valuation has been questioned by several creditors 

and certain other coin experts who believe the Standish valuation is overstated.  Heritage also 

disagrees with the Standish valuation.  Based on their recent inventory and review, it is 

Heritage’s opinion that the value of the Presidential Error Coins is approximately $500,000 - 

$600,000.   

I cannot substantiate either valuation of the Presidential Error Coins without a formal 

grading.  In order to value the Presidential Error Coins, they must be individually graded, after 

which a value or range of values may be readily assigned.  Although the Debtor’s coin expert 

reportedly looked at and graded the Presidential Error Coins, only 2800 of the Presidential Error 

Coins were separately marked; the remaining coins were comingled after their review.  

Therefore, certain of the Presidential Error Coins may have values much greater than other 

Presidential Error Coins.  For example, included among the Presidential Error Coins are 

numerous 2009 Sac dollar coins which will likely grade between 64 through 68.  Under the price 

guide published by Professional Coin Grading Service, an international coin grading service 

(“PCGS”), a 2009 Sac dollar coin graded 64 has a value of $85.00 while a 2009 Sac dollar coin 

graded 68 would have a value of $1,000.00.  Absent a formal grading of the coins, there is no 

way to determine their value or to prepare a ratable allocation of the Presidential Error Coins on 

account of individual victim/creditor claims.  Under the circumstances, the allocation of 

Presidential Error Coins based upon the Standish valuation is not workable and I have asked 

Heritage to hold the Presidential Error Coins until further instruction and Court order.   

The estate reached out to coin valuation experts to obtain bids for conducting a formal 

valuation of the Presidential Error Coins.  Heritage made a bid to value the Presidential Error 
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Coins for a cost of approximately $250,000, which I found to be cost prohibitive.  I requested 

that Miles Standish submit a bid to re-grade and value the coins.  Mr. Standish declined my 

request to submit a bid, indicating that he stands by his valuation of the Presidential Error Coins.   

This summer I received an offer from GreatCollections.com d/b/a Great Collections 

(“Great Collections”), a renowned coin auctioneer (and the purchaser of the Debtor’s customer 

lists), to grade the Presidential Error Coins through PCGS, a national coin grading service, as 

part of its inventory and auction services at a cost of less than half that quoted by Heritage.  I am 

in the process of finalizing a motion to approve the retention of Great Collections to pick-up the 

Presidential Error Coins from Heritage in Dallas, Texas, transport them to its location in Irvine, 

California, submit the Presidential Error Coins to PCGS for grading and encapsulation, inventory 

the coins and, subject to a new allocation schedule and further court order (described below), 

ship the graded coins to victim/creditors.   

Once the Presidential Error Coins are graded, my professionals will prepare an allocation 

schedule for distributing the coins to victim/creditors based on their graded values. I will then 

file a motion for Bankruptcy Court approval of that allocation schedule and request authorization 

to make distributions of Presidential Error Coins to victim/creditors based upon that new coin 

allocation schedule.  The allocation schedule will list victim/creditors by claim number only and 

will specify the Presidential Error Coins to be distributed to each such victim/creditor.  I am also 

requesting that the Court approve a further opt-out period so that, once the values and allocation 

schedule are finalized, creditors may determine whether or not to receive the coins based on such 

schedule.  (Previously, approximately 31 creditors opted-out of receiving coins in partial 

payment of their claims.  I believe that victim/creditors should have another opportunity to make 

that determination after they are notified of the specific coins they are to receive and the graded 

values of those coins.)  The coins that would otherwise be sent to victim/creditors who determine 

to “opt-out” of receiving Presidential Error Coins will be auctioned by Great Collections and the 

net sale proceeds will be distributed pro rata to all victim/creditors.   

The estate must give at least 21-days’ notice of hearings on these types of motions.  If the 

Court approves the retention of Great Collections by the second half of September, the 

transportation and grading of the coins may take up to 10 weeks, after which the allocation 

schedule will be prepared and another motion filed to approve that allocation schedule and allow 
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creditors an opportunity to “opt-out” of receiving coins based on the new allocation schedule. 

Therefore, we do not anticipate distributing Presidential Error Coins until early 2017.   

While I am aware that this process will cause a delay in the distribution of Presidential 

Error Coins to victim/creditors, I believe that this is the best mechanism to ensure an accurate, 

objective allocation of the coins on account of victim/creditors’ claims.   

Litigation Against Gugasians  

As noted in Report #8, the estate commenced lawsuits against Levon Gugasian and his 

son Armen Haig Gugasian.  In an effort to reach a resolution of the claims asserted against the 

Gugasians, my counsel and I engaged in mediation with the Gugasians and their counsel on 

August 10, 2016.  Despite the efforts of the mediator, no settlement was reached.  The parties 

will be setting a discovery schedule in the upcoming weeks.  Given the need to conduct 

discovery and depose various parties including, without limitation, Hannes Tulving Jr., we 

anticipate that these lawsuits will go to trial sometime during the second or third quarter of 2017.   

Other Claims and Causes of Action 

 As was reported previously, the estate holds a claim against an account debtor for a 

receivable in the amount of $600,000.  That account debtor entered into a repayment agreement 

to repay that claim and signed a stipulated judgment.  After the account debtor defaulted in its 

payment terms to the estate, we have pursued state law remedies including perfecting our 

judgment and appointing a keeper earlier this year.  Unfortunately no assets have been recovered 

and we are looking into contingency counsel to pursue this matter.  The estate is also continuing 

to evaluate certain other claims and has requested the turnover of documents to determine the 

viability of such claims.  In this process, I am mindful of the administrative cost to the estate of 

undertaking these actions and have endeavored to proceed in a streamlined cost-effective 

manner. 

Conclusion 

I will apprise creditors of further progress on these matters and we will be serving notice 

of the Great Collections’ retention motion and other pleadings via e-mail to creditors as has been 

authorized by order of the Court.  If you are unsure that we have your correct e-mail information, 
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please provide your name and e-mail address to:  lkramer@thinkbrg.com at the offices of my 

financial advisors.  Thank you for your continued patience as we work through the remainder of 

these issues.

 

 

 

 

 










































